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Issue #

Category

Found In
Release

Module

235870

Feature
Enhancement

N/A

Notification

235640

N/A

Search / Report

235869

Feature
Enhancement
Product Bug

236070

Product Bug

235970

Product Bug

235742

Product Bug

236495

Product Bug

235817

Product Bug

236311

Product Bug

236254

Product Bug

Title
Allow email templates to use the current user's email
address for the return address, as opposed to using the
ExtraView AD_HOC_EMAIL_FROM_ADDRESS setting

Release Note
This new feature simplifies the response to ad-hoc emails
so that a template can set up the return address to the
person creating the template as opposed to replying to
the ExtraView application.
The <br> tag can now be used within the header and
footer sections of container reports.
This was a bug which was fixed.

New ability to break lines in Header/Footer sections of
Container Reports
6.5.1.2
Calendar
Calendar reports did not take the user's time zone into
account for the display
6.5.1.3
General code
Session issues with very large databases and many users With large systems, with hundreds of active users and
issues
many transactions being entered and updated on a daily
basis, it was found that small sessions were sometimes
being created, and neither used nor deleted. After a
period of more than a week, this build up of sessions led
to a lack of resources in the server. This has been fixed.
6.5.1.3
Home Page
RC1 session expiry error when editing an issue on the
This only happened in Internet Explorer. The problem
Home Page after refreshing a report
has been fixed.
6.5.1.3
Import and Export Metadata Export from MySQL database would sometimes This was an occasional issue with MySQL databases.
take an excessively long time
The export of MySQL databases should now take
approximately the same time as for other databases.
Undefined Queue Import and Export XML export failed with 'missing expression' error
This was related to a specific customer's data and was
fixed.
6.5.1.3
Perforce
Perforce Integration did not work as expected with
This was fixed.
Integration
repeating rows
6.5.1.5
Rules Engine
Link rule directives did not work with <Text field>=<List
The mapping of text fields to list fields worked for
field> parameters
onchange directives, but not when being used within link
directives. Thia has been fixed.
6.5.0.2
Search / Report Standard Query filters had changed how they treated the The filter operator for _SINCE fields was inadvertently
DATE_CREATED_SINCE field
changed to "equals" from the "less than or equal to"
operator. This has been fixed.
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